Abstract. Mathematical Knowledge Management (MKM), as a field, has seen tremendous growth in the last few years. This period was one where many research threads were started and the field was defining itself. We believe that we are now in a position to use the MKM body of knowledge as a means to define what MKM is, what it worries about, etc. In this paper, we review the literature of MKM and gather various metadata from these papers. After offering some definitions surrounding MKM, we analyze the metadata we have gathered from these papers, in an effort to cast more light on the field of MKM and its evolution.
Introduction
In 2001 Bruno Buchberger and Olga Caprotti organized the First International Workshop on Mathematical Knowledge Management [10, 11] which was held September 24-26, 2001 at the Research Institute for Symbolic Computation (RISC) in Hagenberg, Austria. The MKM 2001 workshop, attended by 60 or so participants from 10 countries, launched the field of Mathematical Knowledge Management (MKM) 1 and was the first in a series of international [10, 11, 4, 3, 29, 7, 27, 6] and regional [31, [33] [34] [35] conferences and workshops on MKM. Since its inception, the MKM community has struggled with questions like "What does it mean to manage mathematical knowledge?", "What should the field of MKM be?", "Should MKM have a wide focus?", if not, "What topics should MKM focus on?", "In what direction is MKM heading?", and "Is MKM making c Springer-Verlag. Published in J. Carette, L. Dixon, C. Sacerdoti Coen, and S. M. Watt, eds., Intelligent Computer Mathematics, LNCS, 5625: [233] [234] [235] [236] [237] [238] [239] [240] [241] [242] [243] [244] [245] [246] 2009 . This research was supported by NSERC. {carette,wmfarmer}@mcmaster.ca. 1 We will use "MKM" exclusively to mean the field of Mathematical Knowledge Management that started with MKM 2001 and "mathematical knowledge management" to mean the activity of managing mathematical knowledge that started centuries before MKM 2001.
progress?". We agree with those who point out that this field is about "(MK)M" rather than "M(KM)". In this paper we seek to answer these and similar questions by reviewing the literature of MKM, particularly the papers presented at the previous seven international MKM conferences (MKM 2001 (MKM , 2003 (MKM , 2004 . By gathering and analyzing various metadata about the MKM papers of the past we would like to show where MKM is today and lay the groundwork for future work that can trace its evolution.
Our aim with this paper is both to survey the current state of MKM and to give future surveyors clear data (and hopefully a clear analysis) of the beginnings of MKM. We also want to offer a tested framework for classifying and analyzing future MKM research.
In the next section, we cover our understanding of MKM, and in section 3, we review the history of "mathematical knowledge management", as a survey of the context in which we understand the field. In section 4, we outline our data gathering and data analysis methodology. In the following section, we lay out the raw results we have obtained, and in section 6, we analyze them. We close with a conclusion.
What is MKM?
In 2004 in the article [20] , we described MKM as follows:
MKM is a new interdisciplinary field of research in the intersection of mathematics, computer science, library science, and scientific publishing. The objective of MKM is to develop new and better ways of managing mathematical knowledge using sophisticated software tools. MKM is expected to serve mathematicians, scientists, and engineers who produce and use mathematical knowledge; educators and students who teach and learn mathematics; publishers who offer mathematical textbooks and disseminate new mathematical results; and librarians and mathematicians who catalog and organize mathematical knowledge.
Although mathematical knowledge possesses several characteristics that sharply distinguish it from other kinds of knowledge, MKM also has a nontrivial intersection with the field of general knowledge management [21] .
MKM is indeed a new field of research, but mathematicians have been concerned with managing mathematical knowledge for hundreds, if not thousands, of years. A short history of mathematical knowledge management is given in the next section. However, mathematical knowledge management is now a much greater concern to mathematicians and other mathematics practitioners than it ever was before. There are several reasons for a new heightened interest in managing mathematical knowledge.
First, since World War II there has been an explosion in the mathematical knowledge produced by mathematicians. The evidence for this statement is abundant. One only has to examine the growth in mathematics articles, reviews, journals, conferences, etc.
Second, there has also been a parallel explosion in the mathematical knowledge produced by scientists and engineers as a by-product of their work. Perhaps the best example of this explosive growth is seen in software development. Computer scientists and software engineers produce millions of software artifacts-requirements specifications, design documents, pieces of computer code-that are essentially mathematical objects. The development and analysis of these artifacts generates an overwhelming amount of highly specific, but still quite valuable, mathematical knowledge.
Third, due to the rise in computer and communication systems, how mathematical knowledge is managed-that is, articulated, organized, disseminated, and accessed-is in the midst of a profound transformation. One example is that a large, and quickly growing, body of mathematical knowledge is now represented either axiomatically by logical theories or algorithmically by symbolic computation programs. Another example is the many new ways that mathematical knowledge is being disseminated, particularly involving the web.
The field of MKM was established to address the large and increasing need for effective mathematical knowledge management. In the eight years since MKM 2001, researchers have approached the task of managing mathematical knowledge from different points of view and have pursued different topics. It is our contention that the collection of these views and topics is a strong indication of what MKM is and where it is heading. Consequently, our review will focus on extracting from the MKM literature the dominant MKM views and topics.
History
While mathematical knowledge management has been named as a separate endeavor only recently, its history goes back much further at least to Euclid's great and extraordinarily influential Elements.
For the formalist, certainly one important milestone is Frege's Begriffsschrift [22] , to whom we owe modern logic. In Hilbert's hands, this became his famous Program, while Russell and Whitehead produced the Principia Mathematica [42] , to which we owe type theory. While Gödel's incompleteness theorem [23] certainly put an understandable damper on these developments, luckily many nevertheless persevered. Of course, one must mention the Bourbaki project as extolling the virtues of a formal library of mathematics.
But Bourbaki was hardly the first to try to design such a library. Leibnitz, frequently credited as having founded both library science and information theory [16] , deserves first-mover credit here. The issues of managing large amounts of information (including substantial parts of mathematics) were already brough to the fore by Denis Diderot's Encyclopédie ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers [18] .
Other aspects of mathematical knowledge management have a similarly extended history. Those interested in mathematical presentation would be well advised to read Cajori's monumental 1929 A History of Mathematical Notations [14] . For the ones more concerned with interactivity, watching Douglas Engelbart's 1968 Mother of All Demos [19] is humbling.
For those most interested in mechanizing mathematics, it is well worth revisiting the early pioneers like Turing and von Neumann (in particular [39] ). Completely indispensable is a thorough reading of the Automath papers [17, 36] -some recent MKM work just "rediscovers" some of de Bruijn's early insights. Similarly, the QED Manifesto [9] has helped frame the discussion around formalized mathematics for a very long time (see [43] as an enlightening and readable example).
The more recent history of many parts of MKM have been covered elsewhere (although a unified treatment is still missing), and we will not repeat that here. However, we felt that it was important to remind our readers that mathematical knowledge management actually has a very long history, if one just knows where to look. This history is for us the proper context in which to evaluate the recent work explicitly labeled as Mathematical Knowledge Management.
Methodology
Before writing this paper, we first agreed on the methodology we should follow. First and foremost, although our results will inevitably be colored by some of our biases, we wanted our results to reflect the field itself. This meant that we have to carefully follow a bottom-up data gathering process where we would systematically review the MKM literature for metadata.
We decided that the refereed proceedings of the previous seven international MKM conferences should be considered the "primary sources". The refereeing process serves two purposes: insuring a minimal level of quality as well as asserting that the contributions are "on topic". While there are secondary sources of useful information on MKM, choosing amongst these would have required too much subjective judgment on our part. We will come back to this issue in a later section.
More specifically, this meant that we had to review all 143 papers contained in [11, 4, 3, 29, 7, 27, 6] (which also contain papers for co-located conferences but which are not counted here). A first pass was done to extract the main "topics" which were discussed in every paper, in the author's vernacular. Although at least one of us has looked through every page of every paper (more than once!), we relied heavily on the abstract to extract these "topics". We then formed groups of topics which seemed closely related: for example, some authors speak of libraries, while others of repositories. We came up with labels and descriptions for each of these. 2 At no point did we ever discuss whether any topic was important (or not), interesting (or not), relevant, etc. When abstracting from the specifics to get general topics, the only criterion was: Is "mathematical knowledge" a crucial aspect? In some cases, for example issues relating to distributed systems, we decided that the topic (as it appeared in the papers under review) was core computer science rather than containing specific MKM issues.
As we still ended up with a rather long list of topics, it was natural to try to organize the list somehow. At first, we naïvely attempted to create a hierarchy 3 out of these topics-and failed miserably. This is when we realized that we were oversimplifying the problem and, firmly inspired by the field of software architecture, we saw that these papers differed not only in their topics, but also in their points of view. The next section explains this in more detail. We then had to re-review each paper to extract the author's point-of-view, as this information could not be obtained from the list of topics. We again tried to shorten the list of topics, and although some topics seem to overlap, each seemed to be about a separate enough concern that we did not feel justified in narrowing the list further. 
Results
This section presents the results of our investigation of the MKM literature. More specifically, we present the points of view, topics and quantitative data relating to these.
Views
In our investigation of the MKM literature we identified six major lenses through which researchers view MKM. These views are not incompatible; more than one view is often exhibited in the same research paper. 6. Process. Another major view of mathematics is that it is a process in which mathematical models are created, explored, and interconnected. The process view of MKM focuses on how mathematical knowledge is produced. Managing mathematical knowledge is thus seen as managing the process that produces mathematical knowledge. This view includes a concern for the community of mathematicians, scientists, and engineers who produce mathematical knowledge. Process is the dominant view taken in A. Bundy's MKM 2008 paper " Automated Signature Evolution in Logical Theories" [12] . It argues that logical theories evolve over time and, as a consequence, their signatures need to be managed. Other examples are [8, 28] . 
Topics
A great many topics have been addressed in the MKM literature. From the topics our investigation has found, we have consolidated a list of 25 topics which the MKM community, through MKM literature, has concerned itself with. It is important to remember that these topics were chosen because some papers made the point that these topics were of special concern for "mathematical knowledge management". 25 . Interactivity. Human-to-human and human-to-tool interaction involving mathematical knowledge.
Statistics
formal document digital process library interactive In Figure 3 , we see the sorted distribution of weighted views for all papers. Each paper is assigned a total weight of 1, and this weight is divided evenly amongst all points of view espoused by the paper. Figure 4 is the similar histogram for topics. We also looked at the unweighted data, and for both views and topics, the ordering was essentially the same, i.e. the only changes were when views/topics already had statistically indistinguishable counts.
We have also broken down the data in these two figures by year, rescaling the results as percentages per year. We can extract some information from the view-per-year data (see Appendix A), but there is not enough data (143 papers in 25 × 7 = 175 bins) to extract meaningful results from a similar breakdown of the topics data. We were unable to find a meaningful clustering of the topics that might allow trends (if any) to become visible.
Analysis
What can we extract from this data? It is very clear that the community tends to favor a formal view of mathematics. While that is not totally unexpected, looking that the problem of MKM, it would probably be healthier if the points of view were more uniformly distributed. Statistically speaking, the document and digital views are tied for second, and process and library third, with interactive getting the least attention. We believe that the large ratio (4 : 1) between formal and interactive is mainly due to the current makeup of the community (many coming from formal backgrounds and otherwise working on highly mathematical problems) and the current state of the field (it is difficult to build a novel interactive system atop quicksand and convince formalists of its worth). In between, considering the amount of time and energy it takes to build a reasonable library of mathematics, it is probably unsurprising that this viewpoint has not received equal attention, especially since MKM has not attracted many system builders. The distribution of topics clearly indicates that representation issues get the highest share of the community's attention (with the related issues surrounding markup joining in at number 4). More interesting is the second-place showing of case-study: we take this as a sign of a burgeoning field which takes the scientific method seriously and is doing some amount of requirements analysis before diving in with solutions. 4 We can also analyze the correlations between views (seen as depending on the topics) and vice-versa (raw data is shown in Appendix B). For the views, the most significant correlation (0.7) is between the library and digital views, which basically says that no one today is looking at large repositories of mathematics outside the digital domain. There is no correlation (0.0) between digital and interactive; this is potentially an artifact of how we chose to assign views, but not clearly so: the emphasis in the digital view is on mathematical knowledge being digital, while the interactive view emphasizes human interaction (most often on computers). It is reassuring that there are no negative correlations, which would have indicated a real flaw in our choices! Analyzing the correlations between topics, there is a very strong pairwise correlation (> 0.87) between the 4 topics representation, casestudy, mechanized and usability. In other words, regardless of point of view, these topics tend to appear together. This can also be interpreted to indicate that MKM has a strong affinity for the topics covered by the Calculemus conference, and would further justify the co-location of these conferences for 2007, 2008 and 2009 . At the other extreme, the pairs (markup, education), (extraction, education), and (process, web) are strongly negatively correlated (−0.9, −0.95 and −0.89 respectively). This also makes sense as, no matter how one looks at MKM topics, neither markup nor techniques for information extraction are (currently) relevant to MKM issues in education, nor is the advances in web technology as discussed in MKM papers (currently) relevant to the process of creating mathematics. 5 Looking at the per-year data, only a couple of trends appear to be statistically significant: the process view is gaining some traction, while the formal view appears to be slowly losing its dominance.
Secondary sources
Did we miss something important by ignoring some secondary sources? If we look at the topics and views covered in the different regional work-shops and less formal conference proceedings [10, 31, [33] [34] [35] , we see 6 that this is not the case. In fact, the topics and views of the talks at these other meetings seem to fall even more neatly into our categories than many papers in the MKM proceedings! What we do notice is a different emphasis, with the formal view being less prominent, but otherwise all views and essentially all topics are represented.
Discussion
One must remember that neither our "views" nor our "topics" are exclusive classifications, nor are they meant to be exhaustive with respect to future research in MKM. Another important point is that a view, like "document", should not be misunderstood as labeling papers which are about mathematical documents, but rather papers which focus on document-level issues. While documents and libraries are clearly interrelated, document-level issues and library-level issues and concerns differ significantly.
Some topics may seem unbalanced-like representation spanning from data-structures to formal theories. However, the papers on this topic all had one thing in common: how to encode (via some representation) some important piece of mathematical knowledge. As the knowledge being represented varied across different scales, so do the tools used. Some topics, like representation and presentation, are in some sense dual to each other; nevertheless, many papers deal exclusively with one of these topics, while others focus on the highly non-trivial relationship between presentation and representation. To muddy things further, some mechanisms (like diagrams) are used to denote both syntax and semantics, i.e. presentation and representation, often simultaneously.
Some topics may in fact overlap sufficiently that, if the community agrees, they should be merged. While there are significant differences in the papers that deal with "organization" versus those dealing with "frameworks", perhaps that has more to do with the points of view than the topic. Similarly, the two authors absolutely agree with one reviewer who mentioned that "communication" and "translation" ought to be the same topic-however this is not (yet?) the community view, and so we did not feel like we should impose our view onto the topics in that way. Some topics rely on another (like extraction on document), but as topics of concern for a paper, they center of very different issues. Similarly, translation can be seen as the strongest possible form of extraction, but in practice these two topics are treated by very different techniques, and thus seemed to deserve separate classifications.
Conclusion
Our review of the MKM literature has produced a two-dimensional framework based on views and topics for classifying and analyzing MKM research. Although some bias on our part has certainly crept into our analysis, we have made a concerted effort to let the literature speak for itself. Our results show that the MKM community is pursuing a wide range of topics from a reasonably balanced set of view points. Our analysis shows that some trends and correlations are clearly evident such as the persistent interest in the formal view and the strong correlation between the formal view and the representation topic.
What stands out most in this work are the views. MKM researchers take different points of view when they do their research and write their results. The six views we have identified appear to cover, either individually or in combination, the views exhibited in the MKM literature. The views embody the different ways people see mathematical knowledge as well as the different ways people see mathematics itself. Like Parnas [38] , we refuse to oversimplify MKM and shoehorn it into a hierarchy. More productive is to frankly embrace its complexity, and try to tame it with tools appropriate for a complex field rather than to do forensics on a carcass. 
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